Abstract. In the present paper we have investigated CR-submanifold of a nearly trans-hyperbolic Sasakian manifold. We have also studied parallel distribution relating to ^-vertical CR-submanifold of a nearly trans-hyperbolic Sasakian manifold.
Introduction
In 1978, Bejancu introduced the notion of CR-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold [2] . Since then several papers on CR-submanifolds of Kaehler manifold have been published. On the other hand, CR-submanifold have been studied by Kobayashi [10] , Shahid et al. [11, 12] , Yano and Kon [14] and others. Upadhyay and Dube [13] have studied almost contact hyperbolic (/> 9i Vi £)-s t ruc ture, Dube and Mishra [5] have considered Hypersurfaces immersed in an almost hyperbolic Hermitian manifold also Dube and Niwas [6] worked with almost r-contact hyperbolic structure in a product manifold. Later Bhatt and Dube [3] studied on CR-submanifolds of trans-hyperbolic Sasakian manifold. Joshi and Dube [9] studied on Semi-invariant submanifold of an almost r-contact hyperbolic metric manifold. Gill and Dube have also worked on CR submanifolds of trans-hyperbolic Sasakian manifolds [8] . Gherghe studied on harmonicity on nearly trans-Sasaki manifolds [7] .
Preliminaries
Let M be an n dimensional almost hyperbolic contact metric manifold with the almost hyperbolic contact metric structure (<f>, rj, g) where a tensor <j) of type (1,1), a vector field called structure vector field and T], the dual 1-form of £ satisfying the following 922 S. Kumar, K. K. Dube (2.2) 7?(0 = -i
for any X, Y tangent to M [4] . In this case
).
An almost hyperbolic contact metric structure {<!>,£, T), g) on M is called trans-hyperbolic Sasakian [8] if and only if 
3. Some basic lemmas Proof. Using (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6), in (2.7)we get
VX4>PY + h(x, 4>PY) -A^x + vjtWY -4>(vxy + h(X, Y)) + VY4>PX + h(Y, <T>PX) -A^QXY -VYTPQX -4>{VYX) + h(X, Y) = A(2G(X, Y)£ -V{Y)<I>X -V(X)<T>Y) -(3(V(X)<PY + V{Y)4>X).
Again using (2.11) we get Proof. From Weingarten formula (2.9), we have From (3.11) and (3.12), we get Adding (3.13) and (3.14), we get This proves our assertions. Also, we have
From (3.6) and (3.7), we get
Also for nearly trans-hyperbolic Sasakian manifolds, we have
Adding (3.17) and (3.18), we get
2(V x <t>)(Y) = a(2g(X, Y)£ -rj(Y)<f>X -TJ(X)C(>Y) -f3(ri(X)<pY + V (Y)<j>X)
Subtracting (3.9) from (3.10) we get
2{Vy<t>){X) = a(2g(X, Y)£ -V (Y)cf>X -rjiX^Y) -0(rj(X)<j,Y + ri(Y)</>X) + A^yX -Vx<j)Y + V Y <PX + h(Y, <f>X) + 4>[X, Y],
Hence Lemma is proved.
Parallel distributions DEFINITION 2.
The horizontal (resp., vertical) distribution D (resp., is said to be parallel [1] with respect to the connection on
. PROPOSITION 
Let M be a vertical CR-submanifold of a nearly transhyperbolic Sasakian manifold M. If the horizontal distribution D is parallel, then
Proof. Using parallelism of horizontal distribution D, we have
Thus using the fact that Hence from (4.8) and (4.9), we have Operating <j) on both sides of (4.10) and using -0, we get Proof. Let Y,ZE D L , then using Gauss and Weingarten formula (2.6), we obtain So from (4.14) we get The following lemma is an easy consequence of (2.10). In particular, we have Q(S7yX) = 0. By using it in (3.3), we get 
